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questions answered by experts

Beautifully

crafted

Aesthetically, the shape of each Mare series
component appears like a prism on an oval
base that leads to the creation of long,
curved lines giving it a unique design.

Series: Mare
Model No. 1006F
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hello!

n e w y e a r, n e w i s s u e

Second Issue
h bath magazine

We have reached our second issue! We hope
you loved our first issue as much as we
enjoyed putting it together!

THE HEMSLEY MAGAZINE

In our second issue, we are going further into
the heartware of the company, we are looking
at our frontline service personnels! We
interviewed our Sales Consultant, Jayce and
Service Technician, Vincent. What makes this dynamic duo tick everyday is their
burning passion for their bathroom! They go through thick and thin with all our
customers, helping them put together their dream bathrooms. That’s why to us they
are our bathroom geeks!
Hope you also love our tips on storage ideas in the bathroom. That is one thing we
can’t definitely do without!
Tan Yixi
Editor In Chief

Hemsley Holding Pte Ltd
Publisher
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what’s the idea?

Hemsley Holding Pte. Ltd.
39a Jalan Pemimpin #07-01 Halcyon Building
Singapore 577183
Tel: 6337 3136|
Fax: 6253 6803
Email: news@hemsley.com.sg
www.hemsley.com.sg
The colourful art wall along Haji Lane.

Jayce Lim & Vincent Wong in location shoot.

On our cover are Hemsley’s Bathroom Geeks - Jayce Lim, Retail Sales Supervisor and
Vincent Wong, Technical Officer. Cover shoot location is at Haji Lane - Kampong
Glam, Singapore. Haji Lane has turned into a cool shopping and eating spot for many,
specially the youngsters. Along the street are colourful vibrant murals and pastel
painted shophouses that will surely catch someone’s attention. As most youngster
would say Haji Lane is very instagram worthy.
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H Bath Magazine, although reasonable care and time has
been taken to ensure the accuracy and objectivity of the
information contained in this publication, neither the
publishers, editors and employees and agents can be help
liable for any errors, inaccuracies, and/or omissions.
We shall not be liable to any actions taken based on the
views expressed or information provided with this
publication. You should seek professional advice from the
appropriate advisor, professional or institution. Material
contained on this magazine are subject to copyrights and
other proprietary rights.
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F E AT U R E D B AT H R O O M

Fantini Cafe 1867S + 1849
Deck Mounted 3 Hole Bath Mixer
Chrome

mar·
vel
[ˈmɑːv(ə)l]
be filled with wonder or astonishment

Situated along Sweetenham Rd. this landed property project has 5
bathrooms. Each bathroom is minimalist in design with glossy floor,
glass doors and textured wall that is mostly marble and granite
stone.
The master bathroom with its bathtub, toilet and waterfalls shower
provide a comfortable bathroom space to the owners and while
maintains its modern and refreshing look. The use of space and
lighting is well thought of which is carried out through all the
bathroom in the house.
Architect / Designer: Chur Kian Chong
Bathroom Wares: Hemsley Holding Pte. Ltd.
Photography by: Joel Magno
Location: Swetenham Road, Singapore

Catalano Zero #VS55N

Wall Hung WC w/ Soft-Close plus
Seat & Cover - White
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Fantini Mare
1063B + 3363A

Fantini Milano 8035B + 8035A
Double Shower Head
Rain & Cascade Flow
Chrome

Conceal Shower Mixer
Chrome

Fantini Mare 8051

Handshower w/ Holder & Hose
Chrome

Catalano Zero #VS55N

Wall Hung WC w/ Soft-Close plus
Seat & Cover - White

Catalano Proiezioni #80PR
Washbasin - White

Fantini Mare 1003 WF
Basin Mixer - Chrome
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H

elp!
A S K T H E B AT H R O O M S P E C I A L I S T

the

Bathroom
Specialist
Q:

I am renovating my bathroom,
which WC would you recommend a WC Suite, Floor-Standing WC or Wall
Hung WC?

A:
The choice of WC mainly depends on
your bathroom layout, space and the
existing waste outlet (if it’s not newly
built). But if we set those aside, let
me give a few points on how
each type is different, to give
you an idea which one fits
your bathroom.

Jayce Lim

Bathroom Specialist

Meet our Bathroom Specialist
We like you to meet Jayce Lim, he is our
resident Bathroom Specialist. He had been
with Hemsley for more than14 years now.
His acquired expertise and knowledge in
building your dream bathroom came
through hands on experience and working
closely with customers and homeowners.
Jayce is driven by his passion in helping
each and everyone achieve their
own dream bathroom.
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WC Suites
These type of WCs are very
traditional in design - a pan paired
with an exposed cistern. This type
usually can fit all bathrooms, but set a
drawback in aesthetics because it is less
attractive compared to wall-hung or
free-standing WCs. Like they say less is more,
so a hidden cistern can actually make a big
difference in your bathroom.
Floor-Standing WC
Floor-Standing WCs are more modern and
sleek with the water tank is hidden in the wall
or ledge. This is an alternative if you cannot
use a Wall-Hung WC due to trap distance.
Wall-Hung WC
Wall-Hung WCs have the same concept as a
floor-standing WCs, its cistern is concealed in

GSI

Traccia Big #691311
Floor Standing WC
+ Seat Cover

GSI

Panorama Big #661511
Close Coupled WC +
Panorama #668111 Cistern
for Monoblock + Seat Cover

CATALANO

Velis #VSVL
Wall-Hung WC Pan
+ Seat Cover

the wall or built-in ledge. It gives your
bathroom a clean cut look and will be a lot easier
to clean as well.
If you needed more information, you can check
your contractor, designer or our Bathroom
Specialist to know which type best fits your
bathroom.

Help!

ASK THE
B AT H R O O M S P E C I A L I S T

Want to ask our Specialist? Do not
hesitate to contact us, you can send in
your questions through our facebook
page: facebook.com/hemsleybathroom
our website: www.hemsley.com.sg or
news@hemsley.com.sg Our Bathroom
Specialist will be very glad to answer
your bathroom queries.

PREMIUM
Series

The washbasins range Premium is the
evolution of Catalano’s coherent, continuous
and multifaceted design philosophy.
Premium washbasins combine lightness and
subtlety to a clean outline; its unmistakable
square matrix gives a contemporary and
versatile character. Perfect to fit many kind of
installations and any setting.

Series: Premium
Model No. 60VP
Size: 600 X 470MM

MADE IN ITALY

H

eadline
COVER STORY

Y

ou got bathroom issues? Who you
gonna call? Only the Bathroom Geeks!
Hone by experience and unmatched
knowledge about bathroom, they are the
only ones you would turn to. Whether you
wanted a newly built bathroom or needed
a fix on your leaking toilet, they are the
best duo in town.
Jayce Lim is Hemsley’s Sales Consultant.
His expertise are bathroom concepts,
designs ideas and technical specifications.
Vincent Wong on the other hand is
Hemsley’s Service / Technical Officer. He
skills include bathroom troubleshooting
and preventive maintenance.
We sat down and chat with the Hemley’s
Bathroom Geeks - Jayce and Vincent, to
get to know them a little bit more.
How long have you been in Hemsley?
Jayce: I joined Hemsley in 1998. I was working in
a Hotel Industry then I decided to join the

Hemsley family and from then on its been 16
years to date.
Vincent: I been in Hemsley for 2 years now.
Before I joined Hemsley I was working as a
qualified electrician.
What is a day like in Hemsley?
Jayce: Being in Hemsley is like going in an art
gallery, I see different works of arts in form of
bathroom products, designs and concepts.
Everyday I meet different kinds of people and I
am happy to be able to share my ideas to them.
Vincent: Each day in Hemsley I learn and explore
new things, that does not only enable me to do
better but also give me a chance to help other
people.
What do like to do in your past time?
Jayce: I like social media, its a way for me to be
up to date and also enable me to express my
thoughts and creativity.
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“ Sometimes in life, things
happen, it’s about how you at
it, stay calm and find the
solution. ”
Jayce Lim

Vincent: Me and my family spends our extra

time doing humanitarian work. We joined an
organization that helps the less fortunate
people. We make a living from what we get

from the society, so it’s just to give back every
once in a while.
What is the toughest part of your job?

Jayce: I cannot think of anything that I consider
a tough experience, I believe that everything
can be solved. ‘Coz sometimes in life, things

happen, it’s about how you look at it, stay clam
and find the solution.

“ Each day in Hemsley I
learn and explore new things,
that does not only enable me
to do better but also give me a
chance to help other people. ”
Vincent Wong
Vincent: The toughest for me is health. Being
sick makes it hard to do my job and that’s why
I make sure I take good care of my health and
well being.
How do you see yourself in 10 years time?
Jayce: I like to think I’m still awesome after 10
years! Kidding aside, there would be a lot of
innovations and advancements in the
bathroom industry by that time. I hope I am
able to keep up and still helping people
achieve their dream bathroom.
Vincent: In 10 years time, I could be an
“Ah kong” (Grandfather) already. I can imagine
me and my wife happily playing with our
grandchildren.
In Photo: Jayce Lim, Vincent Wong
Location: Haji Lane, Singapore
Photographer: Joel Magno
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Discover comfort and
relaxation at home with
just a simple touch.

touched
INNOVATION
by
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“hammam”

[huh-mahm]

hammam is the Turkish type of the Roman
bath, steambath, sauna, or Russian banya,
distinguished by a focus on water, as
distinct from ambient steam.
Effegibi combines tradition and innovation with safety
and certified quality, to provide you with all the benefits
and comfort of a Hammam in your very own box
shower.
Imagine a hot steam hydrotheraphy of steam bath that
rejuvenates and refreshes your mind and body after a
long day of work.
Hammam is great for skin as it eliminates impurities, so
the skin becomes more clear, elastic and soft. It also
helps the body to detoxify and can help treat respiratory
tract ailments.

choose your hammam
effigibi lets you choose your hammam from (3) three
available models that are easy to use with touched
control;
Touch & Steam is a simple, clean and elegant glass
panel design with a state-of-art steam system. The
Touch & Steam model comes with a built in speaker for
a more relaxing steam experience.
Aquasteam offers a personalised oasis of well being
right at your own home. It comes with a bowl that collects
water, modelled on a traditional hammam design.
Easysteam is the most basic model of the three but don’t
easily take it out of the picture. It’s still equipped with the
same hi-tech steam generating system and touch
control.
For more information visit: www.hemsley.com.sg
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O U R R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Lucky &
ROUND
Here are our roundy and lucky bathroom picks for an
abundant year ahead! They can easily go with any
concept design for your new or bathroom make-over.

GSI
MODO BIG55 #771211
Wall‐Hung WC
made in italy
GSI
PANORAMA ELLIPSE 70
#664111 Wash Basin
Size: 700x420mm
made in italy

FANTINI
Zen 8001
Cylinder Shower Rose with Arm
made in italy

CATALANO
VELIS 57 #VSVL + 57STF
Wall Hung WC + Soft Closing Seat
made in italy

CATALANO
SISTEMA C3 #90AC3N Wash Basin 90
Size: 900x370mm
made in italy

Hotline

For more information about the product
listed please email news@hemsley.com.sg
or call +65 6337 3136
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BathCare for your bathroom,
the D I F F E R E N C E it makes.

Longer Product
Life Span

Preventive
Inspection

Fine Tuning

Inspection of
WC flush Cistern

Inspection/Touch
Up of Grouting

Inspection of Bathtub
or Showerwaste

Inspection of Tap
Fitting Cartridges

Tightening &
Adjustment
of Toilet Seat

Cleaning / Unchoking
of Basin Bottle Trap

Tightening of
Bathroom
Accessories

Inspection of Blockage
of Fitting Aerators

Inspection of Fitting
Handles
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DIY HOME FIX & PROJECTS

Storage Ideas!

This issue’s homework is all
about storage and space.
Whether you have a small
or large bathroom there are
tons of lifesaver ideas to
help you organise you bathroom storage.

towels and other things with
the help of your mighty
ladder. With a fresh coat of
pain you can make an old
ladder into a unique piece of
furniture.

www.bhg.com

A classic piece of storage
space is a mirrored medicine
cabinet to store your daily
needs right in front of you.
Easy and practical storage.
You can also choose a
vertical storage for your

Our space management task
is not over yet. Different
kinds of jars, bottles and
trays can also provide much
storage space and are easy
to use. Below are some
creative ideas you might
want to do on your own
bathroom!

Homework

“create
your own
storage”
www.bhg.com

If you want to send your own homeworks,
ideas or projects send us an email at:
news@hemsley.com.sg

www.bhg.com

Crates can be great storage. With a dash of fresh paint
you can turn old crates to beautiful stack of storage
space.

www.bhg.com
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Fun writing for this freedom wall.

Panorama

The Panorama range is a long-standing success
from GSI ceramics, it offers various solutions
both in terms of design and technical features.

Two lines of thought were inspired by the
Panorama concept: the first with a monolithic
and compact design has the typical
egg-shape and its size is generous enough to
allow a comfortable use; the second with a
more "basic" design but still in line
with the rest of Panorama range.

CLASSIC
BASIC
COMFORTABLE

Range: Panorama
Model No. Big #661511

gsiceramica.it

